Characterization of Gene Circuit Parts Based on Multiobjective Optimization by Using Standard Calibrated Measurements.
Standardization and characterization of biological parts is necessary for the further development of bottom-up synthetic biology. Herein, an easy-to-use methodology that embodies both a calibration procedure and a multiobjective optimization approach is proposed to characterize biological parts. The calibration procedure generates values for specific fluorescence per cell expressed as standard units of molecules of equivalent fluorescein per particle. The use of absolute standard units enhances the characterization of model parameters for biological parts by bringing measurements and estimations results from different sources into a common domain, so they can be integrated and compared faithfully. The multiobjective optimization procedure exploits these concepts by estimating the values of the model parameters, which represent biological parts of interest, while considering a varied range of experimental and circuit contexts. Thus, multiobjective optimization provides a robust characterization of them. The proposed calibration and characterization methodology can be used as a guide for good practices in dry and wet laboratories; thus allowing not only portability between models, but is also useful for generating libraries of tested and well-characterized biological parts.